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Prebid Request for Information Log

RFI # Trade Drawing / Spec Questions Date Addenda Architect's Response Date

001 Steel X/S102

Page X/S102 detail J14. Item #11 calls for the steel to be prime painted. 

Item #12 calls for any steel exposed to the weather is to be hot dip galv. 

The steel columns on this project are not covered, do they need to be 

hot dip galv. or prime painted? Please advise. 

1/27/2022 AD2 & AD3

Due to cost reductions the steel will not be painted and 

the MCM Panels omitted. 

All exterior steel will be hot dipped galvanized after 

fabrication.  At the Field Weld locations provide two (2) 

coats of 97% pure zinc metallic flake, which leaves 94% 

zinc in the dry film. Refer to Specifications under STEEL 

AND FABRICATIONS, 3.5 Repair / Restoration.  

The Custom Perforated Metal Panels in the front of the 

shade structure shall be Powder Coated After 

Fabrication; and fit up in the field.

1/27/2022

002 Steel
SD/A502, 

SD/A503

The Guard Rails, Handrails, etc are to be Hot Dipped Galvanized after 

fabtication.  Can these also have the option to be either hot dipped 

galvanized - or- stainless steel?

1/27/2022

Yes. 

If a Stainless Steel Railing Fabricator wants to bid this 

project, the stainless steel option is acceptable for all 

railings / guardrails, etc.

1/27/2022

003 Demolition

024919 - 

SELECTIVE 

DEMOLITION

Since many of the utilities are to be removed, will any Hydro-Evacation 

for soil excavation (Badger hydrovac) be required to exposed existing 

utilties that may remain in place and not get removed?

1/27/2022

Yes. 

An Existing PG&E line runs under the pool deck in the N-

S direction, under or adjecant the pool storage rooms 

and west of the dive / play pools.  This PG&E utility line 

will require hydrovac soil excavation, and also back-

filled with a lean concrete sand mix once exposed.  

Another area that should be exposed is the south side 

of the pool equipment room where the utilties are 

entering this buildng and exterior utility yard.

1/27/2022

004 Steel A4/SDA502, 

J8/SDA502

½” x ½” x 11 gauge square is called out for the pickets at the railings.  

This size is not made.  The thickest wall size available is 16 gauge (.065 

wall) Please clarify what to use.

2/3/2022
Detail to modified and call out 3/4" x 3/4" x 11 gauge 

square tube in lieu of ½” x ½” x 11 gauge.
2/4/2022

005

Demolition, 

Concrete, 

Electrical

SD/E102

Concrete around the scoreboard is shown as not being removed on the 

plans.  Electrical contractor will have to get a new underground conduit 

for power and data.  Does Electrical scope need to include saw cutting 

demo and patch back or will this be added to the Demo and concrete 

scope.

2/7/2022

Demolition scope to be under CWPOOL-1. Concrete 

work to be under CWPOOL-2. This scope will NOT be 

included under electrical. However, after speaking with 

district, we will leave the (E) conduit in place, so omit 

work here.

2/8/2022
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006 Steel

Details A14, J7, 

J11, J14 Sheet 

A/S501

1. Does the HSS2x6x1/4” Flat and HSS 12x4x5/16” Flat (perf panel 

support framing) weld to the wide flange columns per details J7 and 

J11/A/S501?  None of the details shows if these attach or welded at the 

column locations?

2/14/2022
The HSS2x6x1/4 and HSS12x4x5/16 weld to the wide 

flange column per similar detail J14/A/S501.
2/15/2022

007 Concrete SD/SP2-2
Please clarify the color of concrete required and the desired finish for the 

new pool deck sections.
2/16/2022

No color to concrete. The finish is noted X/A201 

EXTERIOR FINISH SCHEDULE. Medium Broom, parallel 

with concrete slope

2/16/2022

008 Concrete X/A201
Please clarify the material used for the Concrete Sack and Patch for the 

vertical Concrete Retaining Walls, Curbs, etc. 
2/16/2022

Use THE EUCLID CHEMICAL COMPANY Tammspatch II, 

or equal. This will provide a consistant color and finish 

to the walls.  Seal the concrete with Paint System ECP-1 

as indicated on X/A201

2/16/2022

009 Concrete
SD/A201, 

SD/A202

Please clarify where the Mix Design "Pool Deck Slab on Grade" with the 

Water Proofing Admixture is to be used. At the Pool Deck and the 

adjacent Concrete Walks?. 

2/16/2022

Yes, use the same 4,000 psi Pool Deck Slab on Grade 

mix design (with the Xypex water proofing admixture) 

shall be used at the Pool Deck and all Concrete Walks 

at the same pool level. At the ramps and upper levels, 

use the 3,000 psi Site Concrete mix design.

2/16/2022
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